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Born in Jena, East Germany, in 1947, Georg Herold studied art for four years in Halle before
attempting to escape to the West in 1973. He was captured and jailed, but nine months later,
th rough the efforts of the West German government, he was freed with a number of others
convicted of similarcrimes. Herold went to Munich, where he continued to study art for two
years, and then settled in Hamburg. There he attended the Academy of Fine Arts, where he
studied with Sigmar Polke, among others, and met Albert Oehlen, Martin Kippenberger: and
Werner Buttner. Although Herold's work has often been discussed together with that of his
three artist friends, with each of whom he has held two-person exhibitions, the resemblances
between them are not great. Oehlen and Buttner are first of all painters, and Kippenberger
has been primarily a painter until relatively recently; Herold practices the art only intermir·
tently. Their artistic alliance is more a matter of their approach to art itself- irreverent and
occasionally sardonic - than stylistic affinities in the usual sense.
Herold's relationship with Sigmar Polke is another matter. For example, Herold's
sculpture entitled Diirer's Rabbit of 1984 is an interpretation of the best-loved work of art in
Germany, worked out in stacks of wood lath, that shares its parodic intent with Po Ike's painting
of the same subject from 1968. More recently, the caviar paintings Herold has made over the
last two or three years clearly refer to Polke's paintings over the last decade, many of which,
such as 1he Spines That Lend Strength Are Invisible, Ill: Nickel (1988, San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art} are made with unadulterated minerals covered with resin. Yet Po Ike's work of
this nature, especially in comparison to Herold's, is unabashedly serious, and his methods often
are transformative in relation to their materials, whereas much of the point in Herold's using
caviar to make his paintings depends on his medium's remaining clearly recognizable. In fact,
these works are best seen as part appropriation, part tongue-in-cheek homage to the work of
his former teacher. Similarly, Herold's occasional practice of electroplating paintings and
sculpture is also, in part, an ironic reference to Polke's "alchemical" use of materials.
The sources of Herold's art are in fact quite complex. Like many German and, increasingly, American artists, Herold's mature work owes much to the example of Joseph Beuys. Like
Beuys, who worked almost entirely as a sculptor and draftsman, Herold uses the most ordi·
nary materials-plain wood lath, bricks, electric cords, underwear; buttons, and the likeusually altering them very little, if at all. Beuys, too, typically left his materials in their original
state, but his choice was often highly personal, such as the felt and fat he had been wrapped
in to treat burns suffered when he was shot down over the Crimea during World War II, or
other materials such as roses. pianos, bathtubs, or batteries that had complex aesthetic,
scientific, or philosophical meanings and associations. Often, Beuys's works have the aura of
sacred relics, an effect that comes both from their use in his many"actions" (live works that
took on something of the character of performance art) and lectures, and from their clear
connection to his own complex and charismatic personality. finding an aura surrounding a
work by Georg Herold is impossible. What is ordinary in his materials stays that way, and his
occasional references to his own life are deliberate non sequiturs.

Herold's choice of materials and the way he uses them owe at least as much co the practice of American minimalist artists as they do to Beuys. His brick painting, The Bow, recalls the
brick sculptures Carl Andre made in the 1960s. Yet the differences are at least as important
as the similarities. Unlike Andre's work, which almost without exception is arranged in compact geometric forms, Herold's bricks have at best a very loose order. To be sure. they are
attached to the canvas in a more or less straight line, descending diagonally from right to left,
but here, truth to materials has led to imperfect geometry. As the bricks descend the canv.as,
their accumulated weight causes it co sag roan alarming degree, throwing the bricks out of
alignment and creating the impression that the canvas itself is about to give way. The result is
at once absurd-even funny-and pathetic, as the work ofart seems to be bent on destroy·
ing itself. Herold has made an object that is inherently unstable and irregular, and it seems to
the viewer to be both alarming and ridiculous, a most uncanonical combination in minimal
art. It is precisely in this area of what might be called undermined or endangered minimalism
that the visual beauty of Herold's work often lies. The materials themselves are beautiful, and
Herold's use of them- austere and rigorous, even when most comically absurd- gives the
work a kind of honesty that comes paradoxically as something of a relief. After the excesses
of so much neo-expressionistart in the 1980s, Herold's work, tragic and imperiled as it is, has
credibility of a kmd that much of the art being made today sadly lacks. It is real and irreducible,
and, though often funny, never a pose. Standing before Herold's work one tends to think
that this, at least, is still here; this much, at least, of the edifice of art remains standing.
Indeed, Herold's work raises significant questions. In the traditional language of art, a brick
painting is an impossibility. If a brick is included in a work the work must be three-dimensional
and therefore sculpture: yet Herold's brick painting 1s a "painting" too: a pigmented medium
attached to a flat, or nearly so, canvas. Herold's subversion of the ordinary criteria of art does
not stop there, however. He has made a work that 1s not only difficult to classify but one that
refuses to satisfy even the most "minimal" definitions of what constitutes a work of art.
Ordinarily. art is something that has form and meaning, and Herold's work comes close to
having neither. Its meaning is deliberately obscure or absent, and its form seems imperiled, as in
the brick painting, or even more often, random. One thinks of Marcel Duchamp'surinal which
he inverted, entitled The Fountain, and exhibited in the Armory Show in New York in 1913.
Duchamp made a urinal sculpture only once. Herold, by contrast, constantly producesobiects
that are as arbitrary and irreverent as anything Duchamp ever attempted-for example,
sculptures made of underwear or pantyhose-and at the same time they are formally irregular
and imperfect. One tries in vain to discern any reason for the placement of the screws in his
Screws behind Glass, and the sewn lines in Ga/1poli are deliberately random in their course.
Sometimes, lOO, the very structure of his work seems haphazard and sloppy. In Members On/>:
which we may take as an absurd representation of a clubhouse or a treehouse, the cardboard
box is held together by strips of plastic tape that are obviously only partially attached, so that
the whole structure seems endangered. Duchamp's urinal.on the other hand, could !'lave lasted
forever had he chosen to preserve it.
Clearly Georg Herold is skating on very thin ice. Yet equally clearly. since he makes works
that resemble each other; they are not simply experiments, or Duchampian gestures. He has,
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in fact, as even an exhibition that is limited in scope makes evident, chosen to work consistently
at the boundaries of art, approaching the moment where non-form becomes un-meaning.
This in itself is surely part of the meaning of his work. As viewers, we watch a dangerous,
repeated game played for high stakes, and our pleasure in his work includes a high level of
apprehension. In one sense, it is like watching a child runninghappilyalong the edge of a cliff;
1 single

misstep and Herold's art falls into the abyss of meaningless detritus. We are reassured
and fascinated, however, by two things: his wit. his evident pleasure so plainly transmitted to us
in the form of humor; which suggests that he knows exactly what he is doing; and the honesty
of what he makes. Looking at the bare framework of a painting with two yellow extension
cords attached in G.Qf. l.R.0. (initals of the Rus~ian name for Lenin's 1920 plan for the electrification of Russia) gives us a curious pleasure, a sense that some irreducible point has been
reached anda hope that a truth has been arrived at. We look at Herold's work as if traveling
with him to the edge of the abyss, and then, r~ured bylaughteras well as hisobvious seriousness and skill, rediscover that the ground, though crumbling, is still under our foet.
John Caldwell
Curator of Painting and Sculpture
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